It has been suggested that the conquest of tropical diseases during the late XIX century represents one of modern medicines’ greatest triumphs (Brennen & Davey 1978). Much of the impetus for this achievement was spurred by the high prevalence of disease and epidemics that were at the time devastating new settlers, colonial servants or military occupiers within foreign colonial territories (Keiser & Utzinger 2005). The formal study of tropical medicine can trace its origins to the Indian Medical Service of the British Army, which was founded in 1764 (Brennen & Davey 1978). The Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine and the London School of Tropical Medicine began in April and October, respectively, of 1899 (Wilkinson & Power 1998). With the arrival of pandemic plague to South America the Brazilian government founded the Instituto Soroterápico no Rio de Janeiro in 1900, which was later renamed after its famous director, Oswaldo Cruz (Momen & Coura 2000). The Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene was established at a “Meeting of Medical Men and Others Interested in Tropical Medicine” held in 1907 and where Sir Patrick Manson was elected president (Greenwood 2007). In 1929 the London School occupied a new premises and changed its name to the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, with a goal to centralize the study of all aspects of public health (Schilling & McDonald 1990). It also offered a range of qualifications in various fields including both occupational and tropical medicine (Smith 1981).

For the most part, the early study of tropical medicine was dominated by parasitic and infectious diseases with an affinity for warm climates (Gilles & Lucas 1998), and associated academic journals in the field reflected this trend. The formation of academic societies in tropical medicine was also followed by the publication of academic journals, the first English-language version being a short-lived publication known as the *Annals of Military and Naval Surgery and Tropical Medicine and Hygiene* in 1863 (Brennen & Davey 1978). The publication of Manson’s 1877 and 1878 articles on the microfilariae of elephantiasis and its metamorphosis in the mosquito were seminal events in the field of tropical medicine, that would later provide the foundation for Ross’s discovery of malaria transmission by Anopheles mosquitoes (Wilkinson & Power 1998). In 1883 AF King had also published a somewhat obscure article in *Popular Science Monthly* where he proposed that mosquitoes might be a vector for malaria transmission (Chernin 1992). *Transactions of the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene* began concurrently with formation of the society in 1907 (Chernin 1992). In the same year the *Memórias do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz* was founded, with the first issue of volume one published in April 1909 (Coura 2006). The first North American journal focusing primarily on tropical diseases was the *American Journal of Tropical Diseases and Preventive Medicine* (New Orleans), founded in 1913 by Creighton Wellman of Tulane University (Chernin 1992). By the mid XX century, many former colonies had gained their independence and the discipline of tropical medicine expanded further still. Reflecting this trend, comparatively newer journals such as *Acta Tropica* and the *American Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene* were founded in 1944 and 1952, respectively (Keiser & Utzinger 2005).

As tropical medicine came of age, the dissemination of scientific information also expanded significantly, making it increasingly difficult for researchers and clinicians to keep up with current developments. To help scientists and librarians more clearly ascertain which journals were publishing the important literature in a given field, Eugene Garfield devised a method for determining and ranking the “impact” of scientific periodicals in 1955 (Garfield 1955). In what would later be termed the impact factor, Garfield’s process utilized a relatively straightforward formula, whereby the articles published in a particular journal over a two-year period were traced to establish if they had been cited in another article’s reference list in the following year. Garfield and his colleague Irving Sher had previously found that 25% of all citations to the current year’s literature were only two to three years old, prompting them to choose two years as a cutoff period for citation counting which is still used today (Garfield 2007). The impact factor calculation worked then, as it does now, by dividing the number of citations in a given year to citable articles from the previous two-years, by the total number of citable articles published by the same journal over the same two-year period (Garfield 2006). Most journals now advertise a current impact factor on their websites, as published in the yearly *Journal Citation Reports®* by Thomson Scientific.

From being a tool used mainly by librarians in its early days, the impact factor has now risen to one of major debate within the academic world. Although certain intrinsic flaws have been described by various authors, perhaps the most important issue for public health journals is that most of the published scientific research is still being carried out in the developed world, even though numerous public health problems continue to exist in developing countries (Soteriades & Falagas 2006). Similar to other sub disciplines such as occupational health (Smith 2007), tropical medicine also suffers from
the two-year citation counting period that is used for calculating impact factors, meaning that diseases with long lag times will often go unrecognized and un-cited for many years (Coura & Willcox 2003). Albert Sabin’s groundbreaking research on the oral Polio vaccine (Sabin et al. 1960) is a classic example, having attracted fewer than 100 citations by the late 1980s (Garfield 1987). On the other hand, Oliver Lowry’s laboratory methods article on the Folin Phenol reagent (Lowry et al. 1951) had received almost 300,000 citations by 2005 (Anonymous 2005). This clearly reveals a gap between what comprises a seminal discovery in tropical medicine research and what authors are actually inclined to cite.

The field of bibliometrics has been the subject of increasing interest in recent years and various authors have now investigated citation trends and impact factors in the discipline of tropical medicine. One of the earliest examples was published in 1978 as an analysis of citations indexed in the Tropical Diseases Bulletin between 1972 and 1975 (Brennen & Davey 1978). In their pioneering investigation, the authors noted that a high concentration of tropical medicine articles were appearing in relatively few journals. English language was also observed as the most important publishing language in terms of productivity (Brennen & Davey 1978). In 2001 Coura published a historical article to honor Professor Herman Lent (Coura 2001), finding that nearly one-third of his articles had been published in the journal Memórias do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz. In 2003, Coura and Willcox looked at impact factors, scientific production and the quality of Brazilian medical journals, including some titles which specifically focused on tropical medicine (Coura & Willcox 2003). In 2004, Keiser and colleagues (Keiser et al. 2004) investigated the representation of authors and editors in tropical medicine journals.

A bibliographic analysis of articles in a single tropical medicine journal, Tropical Medicine and International Health, was published in 2004. In their examination of the time period 1996-2003, Glover and Bowen reported that malaria, HIV and schistosomiasis were the most commonly published topics (Glover & Bowen 2004). An examination of citation patterns among 12 tropical medicine journals during 2002 revealed that the field bestowed approximately 40% more citations than it received, the core journals of tropical medicine cited each other heavily, and that there was significant reference to the general medicine and multidisciplinary science periodicals (Schoenbaert 2004). Perhaps the most comprehensive investigation of tropical medicine journals in recent years was an examination of 1,454 articles with 33,517 references in the 2004 literature (Hua 2005). Results from the study indicated that there were an average of 23 references per article and the self-citing rate was approximately 7%. Brazil, the United States, India and England were identified as being some of the more advanced countries with regard to tropical medicine research (Hua 2005).

Keiser and Utzinger (2005) investigated 2,802 tropical medicine articles published between 1952 and 2002, finding a strong increase in the number of articles being published, as well as an overall doubling of the median number of authors per article (Keiser & Utzinger 2005). Coura and Willcox (2005) looked at the development of impact factors at the Memórias do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz during 2005, finding an overall increase of the journal’s score over time. An examination of tropical medicine research published between 1995 and 2003 (and published in 2006) revealed that developing areas of the world were now producing considerable amounts of research, although the mean impact factor of articles published in tropical medicine journals was still highest for the United States (Falagas et al. 2006). Interestingly, some of the earliest bibliometric analysis to include tropical medicine journals was conducted by the inventor of the impact factor himself, Eugene Garfield. In the 1980s, Garfield touched on the field of tropical medicine in some of his earlier citation analyses of schistosomiasis (Garfield 1986a), cholera (Garfield 1986b) and other research from the “third world” (Garfield 1983).

Over 50 years since they were first introduced, citation indexing and impact factors remain a mixed blessing when assessing the quality of tropical medicine research and their associated periodicals. Nevertheless, as we enter the XXI century the future of citation analysis in tropical medicine, as everywhere else in science, is difficult to predict. On one hand the overall size of most scientific fields has expanded rapidly. In citation indexing for example, the impact factor database has grown from 1.4 million citations in 1964 to 550 million in 2005, with the list of journals covered rising from 613 to 15,721 during the same period (Perkel 2005). On the other hand however, there remain many more pressing global issues for tropical medicine professionals to consider. Despite the existence of high quality journals for example, some scholars reported that qualitative information was still lacking and few results of studies performed in tropical countries had been published by the late XX century, particularly regarding tropical occupational health (Phoon 1982).

On a global scale it is also worth noting that tropical illnesses have by no means been eliminated, and it is the “neglected” tropical diseases that should now become the focus of our scientific efforts. According to Hotez et al. (2007), such diseases include helminth infections, lymphatic filariasis, onchocerciasis, dracunculiasis, schistosomiasis, Chagas disease, human African trypanosomiasis, leishmaniasis, Buruli ulcer, leprosy, and trachoma; with an expanded list including dengue fever, the treponematoses, leptospirosis, strongyloidiasis, foodborne trematodiases, neurocysticercosis and scabies (Hotez et al. 2007). It is the impact of tropical diseases themselves, research on these diseases, and the challenge of finding cost-effective and practical interventions to meet them, that should now dominate the future of scientific research and publishing in the field of tropical medicine.
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